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Abstract: Conventional scar treatment options of single pressure garment therapy (PGT) or silicone
gel sheeting (SGS, Cica-Care®, Smith and Nephew, London, UK) alone lack mechanical property
tunability. This article discusses a scar healing composite (PGF-Biopor®AB, Dreve Otoplastik GmbH,
Unna, Germany) and how its mechanical properties can be tuned for improved mechanotherapy. A
balance between compression and tension was achieved by tuning the tensile and shear properties,
facilitating tension shielding and pressure redistribution for scar therapeutics. Biopor®AB-wrapping
on biaxial-tensioned pressure garment fabric (PGF) allowed compression therapy and internal
pressure redistribution. The Biopor®AB surface, with a coefficient of friction close to 1, strategically
localizes stress for effective tension shielding. A substantial five-fold reduction in silicone tension,
amounting to 1.060 N, achieves tension shielding and pressure redistribution. Simultaneously, a
dynamic internal pressure-sharing mechanism distributes 0.222 kPa from each SPK-filament bundle,
effectively managing internal pressure. Alongside the principle compression-silicone dual therapy,
this composite design with dynamic internal pressure sharing and mechanical property tunability
provides an additional pressure-relieving strategy for multiple scar therapeutics.

Keywords: pressure garment fabric; composite dressing; scar therapeutics; mechanical properties;
tension shielding; pressure redistribution

1. Introduction

Scar tissues have high-load stiffness, with high tissue tension for pronounced scar-
ring [1]. For fibrosis at scarring, the non-linear elasticity in the fibrous extracellular matrix
(ECM) provides a non-linear strain, and strain at the scarring site makes the cells contract
and the ECM stiff [2]. A rigid environment activates cells towards a fibrotic phenotype,
yielding disrupted ECM homeostasis and aberrant healing [2]. Fibrosis in highly tensioned
tissues increases matrix deposition and remodelling [2,3]. When healing processes become
skewed, leading to continuous infections, vascular dysfunction and excess inflammation de-
lay scar maturation for extensive hypertrophic scars. Traditional methods of scar treatment,
solely relying on single pressure garment therapy (PGT) or silicone gel sheeting (SGS), lack
the capability for mechanical property tunability. In the realm of PGT, compression therapy
is performed by volume reduction; the stretching of the fabric increases skin tension to
counteract fibrosis, with the unavoidable drawback of potential scratching–friction-induced
wounds. On the other hand, SGS treatment offers advantages like good viscoelasticity and
high fabrication flexibility, yet the hydrophobic nature of silicones renders them imperme-
able, and their poor mechanical properties are challenging to modulate. The use of silicone
membranes for surgical wounds has a long history of effectiveness in tension shielding and
scar reduction [4]. Human embrace devices and murine micro silicone rubber membrane
bilayers have been used in tension-shielding biomaterials [5–8].

Huang et al. initially defined mechanotherapy as “therapeutic interventions that reduce or
reverse injuries to damaged tissues or promote tissue homeostasis through mechanical means
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at the molecular, cellular, or tissue level” [9]. Bo Ri Seo and David J. Mooney further refined
the requirements of mechanotherapy, emphasizing flexible materials with great conformability,
programmability, and controllability (e.g., elastomers and fabric) [10]. They also highlighted
the importance of flexible and soft material interfaces, such as thermal-responsive textiles [10].
Additionally, they generalized polymer needs for mechanotherapy to exhibit high toughness
while maintaining a low elastic modulus and stretchability or to be capable of functional force
and recovery, addressing tension-offloading in tissue strain and inflammatory factor levels [10].

According to the theory of pressure-redistribution, pressure control can conform pro-
portionally to applied friction, compression, or pressure at the scarring site (Figure 1A).
Through “warp insertions” mobility within PGF-Biopor®AB, pressure-driven “warp inser-
tions” shifting enables internal pressure redistribution, and dynamic perpendicular load
sharing reduces internal force (Figure 1B). Furthermore, compression pressure induces
an enlarged surface area on the rougher Biopor®AB-surface (Figure 1C), redistributing
pressure to reduce stress-strain and shear resistance for force reduction [6–8,11–13]. Ten-
sion shielding facilitates skin tension reduction, and pressure redistribution enables lower
mechanical force distribution. Pressure-sharing and pressure-releasing effects allow for the
least tissue pressure/force exerted at contact with cells for scar therapeutics [14,15].
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printing. The incorporation of Biopor®AB screen-marked microchannels established a 
rougher surface structure, wherein pressure Biopor®AB wrapping increased cross-linking 
density and surface area, enhancing tensile and shear tunability. The high Biopor®AB 
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Figure 1. Pressure redistribution at the scarring site: (A) the concept of pressure redistribu-
tion [15]; (B) in the “ warp insertions” mobility design, “warp insertions” mobility demonstrated shifting
in “warp insertions” and load sharing for pressure redistribution; (C) at the “Biopor®AB-skin touch-
ing” surface, roughness, and silicone relaxation properties created an enlarged surface area for pressure
redistribution.

Here, we present a solution for 3D mechanomodulatory composite making for PGF-
Biopor®AB. Our method combines PGF (warp knit structure) and Biopor®AB via screen-
printing. The incorporation of Biopor®AB screen-marked microchannels established a
rougher surface structure, wherein pressure Biopor®AB wrapping increased cross-linking
density and surface area, enhancing tensile and shear tunability. The high Biopor®AB
modulus with PGF-inlaid represents a useful deformation tunability for tension and shear.
The application of Biopor®AB wrapping on biaxial-tensioned pressure garment fabric (PGF)
allows “warp insertions” mobility, enabling pressure-driven “warp insertions” shifting
for compression therapy and internal pressure redistribution. Through enhancing the
mechanomodulatory capacity via tensile and shear tunability, tension shielding provides
tissues with external mechanical support, and pressure redistribution performs tension–
stress reduction for scar therapeutics [16]. The dynamic “warp insertions” shifting within
the mechanically versatile Biopor®AB pressure-relieving structure ensures mechanical
tension offloading and pressure sharing, ultimately aiding tissue regeneration in scar
therapeutics.
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2. Material and Methods
2.1. Materials and Rationale for Our Choice of Materials

PGF consists of a wrapping yarn of nylon 50D (72F) with 420D (144F) spandex enclosing
12 safe package kit (SPK) filament bundles of warp insertions (spandex-covered yarn) (Figure 2),
with 68% nylon, 32% spandex, and an areal density of 210 gm/m2. PGF (Polliam Trading Corp.
Ltd., Hong Kong, China) is a public hospital PGT-use material. Biopor®AB (Dreve Otoplastik
GmbH, Unna, Germany) was bought from Widex Hong Kong Hearing & Speech Centre Ltd.
(two-part room-temperature-vulcanizing (RTV2) medical silicone (PDMS); its material technical
data sheet is listed in Table 1 [17]). Silicone gel sheeting (Cica-Care®, Smith and Nephew, UK) was
officially supplied and served as the control. Screens with a mesh size of #1000 (i.e., 1000 openings
per square inch) and #2000 in wooden frames of 8′′ × 10′′ and 14′′ × 20′′ were used. Tony Screen
of Jet T Technology from C1A. G/F, 72 Hoi Yuen Rd, Kowloon, supplied the screens. Aveeno®

skin relief moisturising lotion and filter paper were ordered from Market Place supermarkets.

1 
 

 
Figure 2. The warp knit structure of PGF: (A) Graphical representation. (B) Longitudinal view of PGF
(Technical Face TF and Technical Back TB). (C) Cross-sectional view (wrapping loops and bundles of
“warp insertions”).

Table 1. Material technical data sheet for Biopor®AB [17].

Catalyst Component (A) Basic Component (B)

58.9% by weight of vinyl-end polydimethylsiloxane
8.9 wt.% of a polydimethylsiloxane oil

12.0% by weight of a paraffin oil
21.7% by weight of a fumed silica (Surface-treated)

with a BET in surface area > 50 m2/g
0.4% by weight of a platinum catalyst

54.4% by weight of vinyl-end polydimethylsiloxane
(with viscosities of 150–65 K mPas)

3.1% by weight of a polydimethylsiloxane oil
7.6% by weight of a paraffin oil

21.2 wt.% Of a fumed silica (surface-treated) with
a BET in surface area > 50 m2/g

11.8% by weight of a polymethyl hydrogen siloxane
having a SiH content of 2.3 mmol/g

The procedure of manufacture: a mixture of base component (A + B) and catalyst, each individually mixed
homogeneously for 30 min. Each A and B mixture (A:B = 1:1) was then degassed in a vacuum for 15 min.

Note: Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) comprises both polar (Si-O-Si, organosilicon, asymmetric bond angles) and
non-polar (CH3, longer bond length) elements. The unique siloxane backbones endow them with flexibility, mobility,
low-energy barriers, and inherent features of distinctive surface properties and structural design flexibility [18]. The
curing catalyst in component A is a platinum compound, and in component B, the curing agent is an SiH-functional
polysiloxanes. The additives (catalyst) in A act as adhesion promotors or rheology modifiers. The curing agents in B,
SiH-functional polysiloxanes, perform immediate curing. The fillers introduce high interfacial friction at the interface
of Biopor®AB, facilitating effective load transfer from the silicone matrix (Biopor®AB) to the ground fabric (PGF) for
robust interfacial adhesion. PDMS and vinyl-end polydimethylsiloxane (PVMS) contribute inertness and stability in
water, exhibiting a ‘cell-friendly’ nature conducive to cell proliferation [19].
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In the context of scar healing, the medical silicone Biopor®AB and PGF are guar-
anteed scar-healing materials, and the fabrication of PGF-Biopor®AB is flexible. For the
material aspect, the use of soft–stiff material domains and an all-direction-stretchable
textile structure fulfilled the raw material requirements and polymer needs of mechan-
otherapy. Silicones function through occlusive hydration, with 100% oxygen permeability
and biocompatibility in a silicone-close-to-skin density, altering the stratum corneum bar-
rier properties to enhance the permeation of both hydrophilic and hydrophobic drugs,
resulting in increased skin-effective transport for scar therapeutics [20]. The pressure gar-
ment fabric, with a basic warp-knitted structure incorporating warp insertion, provides
an all-direction-stretchable framework. Recognizing the material type and structure, it is
acknowledged that Biopor®AB, on its own, is not an ideal skin simulant due to its lack
of mechanical stiffness, fibrous structure, and low mechanical properties. The creation
of a composite in a PGF textile-reinforced structure addresses these Biopor®AB limita-
tions and leverages the formulation advantages of two-part room-temperature-vulcanizing
silicone (RTV2) for effective composite adhesion without the need for curing, enabling
low-cost composite making using PGF and Biopor®AB [21]. The structural integration of
PGF-inlaid addresses drawbacks in PGT and SGS treatments, achieving optimum dressing
properties concurrently. Furthermore, the fabrication of Biopor®AB with textiles (PGF)
should enable enhanced roughness and low adhesiveness, offering the potential for stress
shielding, uniform adherence, and trauma-free dressing removal—an ideal combination for
scar dressing [21]. All aspects of materials, fabrication methods, and mechanomodulatory
capacity are thus fulfilled.

2.2. Preparation of PGF-Biopor®AB

The same fabrication method reported in [22] was adopted (Figure 3). A thin-layer
set (2, 4, 6, and 8 layers) and a thick-layer set (25, 50, 75, and 100 layers) were used for a
comparative study, and a 10-layer sample was used as a transition sample. Two screens
(#1000 and #2000) were used to evaluate the screen size effect. PGF-Biopor®AB samples
were labelled as PGF-x-y, where x denoted the screen#, and y denoted the number of
printing layers. All as-prepared samples, together with the controls (Cica-care® and PGF),
were kept under standard conditions at 65 ± 2% relative humidity and 20 ± 2 ◦C for at
least 24 h before measurement and testing [23–26].
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2.3. Mechanical Property Tunability

In this study, the Kawabata evaluation system of fabric (KES-F) enabled a full range of
mechanical property characterization for PGF–Biopor®AB and control, including tensile
modulus, elasticity, bendability, stretchability, and the ability of viscoelastic recovery [27].
The low-load assessments, measured in kPa, enabled the capture of a nonlinear mechanical
profile encompassing elasticity and extensibility in tension, shear, and bending—ideal for
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assessing cellular sensitivity. The KES-F1 tensile–shear module was employed to gauge
the tensile and shear characteristics. For tensile testing, the conditions included a rate of
extension of 0.2 × 10−3 m/sec, a maximum tensile force of 490 N/m, and a pre-tension set
at 20 N/m. Stress–strain curves were calculated and derived from load–elongation curves,
with stress obtained by dividing the load from TM (thickness under tensile testing with
low stress), and strain directly derived from elongation%.

In shear testing, the conditions comprised a rate of shear of 0.417 × 10−² m/sec,
a maximum shear angle of ±8◦, and pre-tension set at 20 N/m. The KES-F2 bend-
ing module was employed to assess bending characteristics, utilizing a sample size of
(20 × 10−² m) × (20 × 10−² m). For bending testing, the conditions included a rate of
bending of 0.5 sec/× 10−² m, with a maximum curvature of ±2.5/10−² m.

2.4. Surface and Compression Properties

A Leica digital microscope (M165C with HD290, Leica Mikrosysteme Vertriebs GmbH,
Wetzlar, Germany) was used to examine the surface morphologies. An electronic scanning
microscope (SEM) (Hitachi TM3000, Angstrom Scientific, Ramsey, NJ, USA) was used to investi-
gate the surface and interfacial morphologies. The KES-F4 module measured surface friction
and roughness, and the roughness profiles quantitatively displayed the surface patterns. SEM,
OM topographic images and roughness profiles, together, revealed the Biopor®AB surface struc-
ture and “warp insertion” mobility design. Our evaluation of the Kawabata surface properties
included the coefficient of friction (MIU), which investigates roughness; mean deviation for
MIU (MMD), which investigates the variation in the roughness; and mean absolute deviation
for MIU (SMD),which investigates the geometric roughness.

To further assess the tension shielding and pressure redistribution performances, KES-
F3 and KES-F4 modules were used to measure the compression–force characteristics of
the PGF-Biopor®ABs under no pressure and under the application of standard pressure.
Compression pressure, forces, and enlarged surface area can be calculated using the Laplace
formula using the below equation:

P = 2πF/S (1)

where pressure is represented by P (Pa), the tensile force in the PGF-Biopor®AB sample
is represented by F (N), and the area of the PGF-Biopor®AB sample is represented by S
(mm2). Given that the conservation of pressure in viscoelastic materials is kept constant,
the degree of pressure applied by compression is proportional to the force applied and
inversely proportional to the surface area. This law was applied to predict tension and
surface area changes under a constant pressure application.

With and without the pressure of application, by the conservation of volume in viscoelastic
properties, PGF-Biopor®AB stayed in more or less the same volume to obtain the following:

S × To = S′ × Tm (2)

where S is the area of the sensor, S′ is the enlarged area, To is the thickness of PGF-
Biopor®AB at no pressure, and Tm is the thickness of PGF-Biopor®AB upon pressure
application. This equation was used to predict enlarged surface area variation under a
constant pressure-variated change in thickness.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Structural Analysis
3.1.1. Topological Features

Surface roughness is a crucial modulator for tension control and cell–tissue interactions.
Topological (SEM) images and roughness profiles were used to show the surface structures
of the PGF-Biopor®AB samples. The 3D SEM images (Figure 4A,D) and roughness profiles
(Figure 4B,C,E,F) showed that all the PGF-Biopor®ABs had rougher surface structures of
high uniformity at PGF-Biopor®AB technical back (TB). Referencing the PGF roughness profile

and Cica-care© roughness profile, the uniform peaks and valleys at high PGF-Biopor®AB MIU
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indicate improved PGF-Biopor®AB interfaces, a result of strong uniform adhesions from a
constant rate of Biopor®AB RTV2 vulcanization. The rougher surface structures of high
uniformity and improved PGF-Biopor®AB interfaces in silicone viscoelasticity favoured
pressure-induced surface area enlargement for mechanotherapy and cellular accessibility
with tension offloading.
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Figure 4. PGF-Biopor®AB topological structures and roughness profiles with controls of PGF and Cica-
care©: (A) #1000 SEM surface structures (SEM 60×, 1 mm), (B) #1000 MIU warp roughness profiles,
and (C) #1000 MIU weft roughness profiles. (D) #2000 SEM surface structure (SEM 60×, 1 mm),
(E) #2000 MIU warp roughness profiles, and (F) #2000 MIU weft roughness profiles. For each
roughness profile, 125 data points were obtained from the KES-F surface and friction machine; the
mode was selected out of six samples with a p-value below 0.05.

The use of a uniform screen gauge, biaxial-tensioned PGF, and the control of a uniform
rate of vulcanization resulted in the observed uniform rougher surface structure. Biaxial
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tensioning first stationed PGF with no fabric orientation for effective PGF-Biopor®AB interfacial
contacts. Elevated pressure balanced the elevated rate of Biopor®AB viscosity, achieving a
uniform rate of Biopor®AB bonding to PGF. The Silica Biopor®AB surface was covered with
silanol groups (in negative charge); the ethoxy-containing QM resins and catalyst fillers then
modified the PGF-Biopor®AB interfaces with mechanical interlocking and chemical reactions.
Specifically, hydrogen bonding from Biopor®AB modified the PGF-Biopor®AB interfaces with
physio-sorption in van der Waals forces and electrostatic interactions.

Printing pressure caused the screen-mark microchannels with micro-sized surface rough-
ness for the Biopor®AB. The use of a micro-sized screen gauge (screen #1000 or #2000) de-
termined the sizes of the screen-mark microchannels, and the vulcanization rate controlled
the coating thickness. Such micro-sized surface features not only provide tensile and shear
tunability for tension shielding and pressure redistribution but also supply suitable sites for
stimulating cellular adhesion, growth, and differentiation, hence inducing tissue regeneration
for scar therapeutics [28–33].

The dyed OM cross-sectional images further illustrated the interior of a representative
Biopor®AB-coated structure (Figure 5A). Distorted screen-mark microchannels were observed at
the surface structure (1). As the dyed OM images display, biaxial tensioning did not allow for the
infiltration of Biopor®AB into the bundles of warp insertions (2), leaving open spaces between
fibres (3). This “warp insertions” mobility design is a prerequisite condition of pressure-driven
“warp insertions” shifting, offering dynamic internal pressure redistribution. Different as-prepared
PGF-Biopor®AB cross-sectional structures in screens #1000 and #2000 are also illustrated in
Figure 5B, showing the influence of repeat Biopor®AB wrapping on a cross-sectional structure.
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Figure 5. Cross-sectional views of Biopor®AB-coated structures: (A) An illustration of the process
of topological imperfections with OM cross-sectional images (OM 150×, 200 µm and 320×, 500 µm).
In (A), 1—surface roughness structure, formed from the LBL screen-mark printed microchannels;
2—bundles of “warp insertions”; and 3—“Warp insertions” mobility, “blue-dyed wrapping yarn with
spaces around bundles of “warp insertions”. (B) Different as-prepared PGF-Biopor®AB structures, with
control cross-sectional structures in screens #1000 and #2000 (OM 150×, 200 µm, warpwise and weftwise).

3.1.2. Surface Friction

The coefficient of friction (MIU) in surface properties indicates surface roughness
quantitatively. Generally, MIU varies between 0 and 1; a close-to-0 MIU represents a
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smooth surface, and a close-to-1 MIU represents a rough surface. The interpretation of
PGF-Biopor®ABMIU at the cellular level indicates the quality of cell infiltration and degree
of stress localization [34]. Figure 6A–D display a collection of PGF-Biopor®ABMIU values
(warp, weft) by different printing layers; the higher the number of printing layers, the
higher the PGF-Biopor®ABMIU (warp, weft). Referencing controls of Cica-care© MIU (0.73,
0.95) and PGFMIU (0.19, 0.15), both PGF-Biopor®ABMIU, #1000 (0.39–0.96, 0.42–0.94) and
PGF-Biopor®AB MIU, #2000 (0.42–1.00, 0.41–1.00) varied close to that of Cica-care© MIU.
These results reflected PDMS dominance in composite characteristics, with no screen size
effect. The raw material (PGF) originally had a low PGFMIU (0.19, 0.15), and the platinum
cross-linking catalyst of RTV2 Biopor®AB and water in the air facilitated siloxane bond
rearrangement. Mechanical interlocking from printing pressure and chemical reactions
condensed PDMS networking, yielding enhanced functional groups and enhancing surface
area. The screen-mark microchannels built a rougher surface structure of a close-to-1
PGF-Biopor®AB MIU. Inherent Biopor®AB viscoelastic properties are sustained, together
with dynamic “warp insertions” shifting in PGF-inlaid, hence achieving a dynamic “living
system” of full stress relaxation properties for enhancing tensile and shear tunability [35].
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Figure 6. MIU, MMD, and SMD displayed surface and friction properties. MIU (roughness)/MMD
(variation in roughness)/SMD (geometrical roughness) of different as-prepared PGF-Biopor®AB sam-
ples in comparison to controls of PGF and Cica-care©: (A) MIUwarp, 2–8 layers; (B) MIUweft, 2–8 layers;
(C) MIUwarp, 25–100 layers; (D) MIUweft, 25–100 layers; (E) MMDwarp, 2–8 layers; (F) MMDweft, 2–8 layers;
(G) MMDwarp, 25–100 layers; (H) MMDweft, 25–100 layers; (I) SMDwarp, 2–8 layers; (J) SMDweft, 2–8 layers;
(K) SMDwarp, 25–100 layers; (L) SMDweft, 25–100 layers. Note: Each data point was averaged from six
samples, assessed at the skin contact side (rough technical back), and compared with the controls
(commercial Cica-care© and PGF); for all the surface and friction tests, in KES-F module 4, 125 data
points were measured, with a p-value below 0.05 being considered significant, and the MIU, MMD,
and SMD were automatically generated by the Kawabata software.
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The mean deviation for MIU (MMD) indicates the variation in the roughness. The higher
the material MMD (warp, weft) value, the higher the roughness variation. The values for PGF-
Biopor®AB MMD are higher than PGF MMD and Cica-care© MMD (Figure 6E–H), indicating
enhanced contact surface areas. The mean absolute deviation for MIU (SMD) indicates ge-
ometrical roughness. The higher the SMD value, the geometrically rougher it is. The high
PGF-Biopor®AB warp SMD and PGF-Biopor®AB weft SMD characteristics (Figure 6I–L) indicated
significant improvement in geometrical roughness, the sole effect of the mechanical interlocking
and chemical reactions [36]. These improvements in MIU, MMD, and SMD not only provide
tunability in tensile and shear properties for tension shielding and pressure redistribution but
also offer suitable sites that stimulate cellular adhesion, growth, and differentiation, ultimately
promoting tissue regeneration for scar therapeutics.

3.2. Mechanical Property Tunability
3.2.1. Tensile Tunability

To achieve tissue tension reduction, the tunability of mechanical properties can be demon-
strated through bio-inspired designs that incorporate: (1) a low-modulus matrix, (2) a stretchable
network, and/or (3) structural reinforcement [37]. Biopor®AB serves as a low-modulus matrix
within a stretchable network, while PGF, with a warp knit and warp insertion design, constitutes
an elastic structure with all-direction-stretchability suitable for compression therapy. The “warp
insertions” mobility design, coupled with isotropic properties, ensures a nearly equal modulus
in all directions. The balanced interplay of compression, stretch, and recovery allows for flexible
skin shaping and reduction in skin tension. Mechanotherapy, representing the counteraction
against high-tension scarring tissue for pressure and tension reduction, utilizes the viscoelas-
ticity and surface roughness structure to provide external mechanical support to tissues and
redistribute pressure. Tuning tensile properties is crucial for controlling skin tension, regulating
interactions between cells and the extracellular matrix (ECM), and directing cell phenotype for
scar therapeutics [38–40].

Characteristic hysteresis loops in the stress-strain curves of PGF-Biopor®AB are illus-
trated in Figure 7A–C and Figure 8A–C. Upon removing the load from tensile testing, the
strain exhibited slow recovery. The strain increased with pseudo-elastic loading-unloading
energy dissipation, indicating characteristics of multiple stretching-relaxation cycles and
highlighting enhanced tensile tunability for elasticity and flexibility. Examining individual
stress-strain curves reveals a relative “fattening” of characteristic hysteresis loops from thin
to thick layers. Low-strain characteristics are observed in initial layers with low-viscosity
printing, while high-strain characteristics result from repeated printing with pressure and
viscosity accumulation. The “fattening” of hysteresis loops from thin to thick layers signi-
fies an increase in viscosity and cross-linking with repeated printing, suggesting higher
energy absorption. The conventional Mullins effect is employed to explain the character-
istics of multiple stretching/relaxation cycles [41–43] (Figures 7D and 8D). The Mullins
effect indicates that Biopor®AB becomes slightly softer during the initial load cycles, with
subsequent responses typically repeatable from cycle to cycle. The higher the number of
stretching/relaxation cycles, the greater the elasticity and flexibility tunability.

The stress characteristics for screens #1000 and #2000 are similar, and they all fall in the
same range of 100–335 kPa, with no screen size effect (Table 2). The strain characteristics for
screens #1000 and #2000 are also similar—low strains for the thin layer set (0.87% to 3.30%)
and high strains for the thick layer set (11.4% to 36%)—and have no screen size effect. The
Young’s moduli are E#1000 (9.83–184.80 kPa, 27.10–187.24 kPa) and E#2000 (8.38–123.50 kPa,
20.90–112.29 kPa), indicating no screen size effect. The silicone micro-roughness, silicone surface
enlarged area, and pressure-driven “warp insertions” mobility are the tension-sensitive features
that contributed to the strain characteristics trends observed in the stress–strain curves. The
enhanced tensile strength, Young’s modulus, and “warp insertions” shifting represented the
dynamic enhancement in elasticity and extensibility, which, together, could help to maintain
a suitable mechanically viable healing microenvironment. The tensile strength and similar-to-
silicone elastic moduli should favour cell–substrate interactions and force modulation. The
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PGF-Biopor®AB composite can act like a force-modulating dressing, performing stress shielding
to guide cellular structural alignment for scar therapeutics [1].
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Figure 7. Stresswarp—strainwarp curves of PGF-Biopor®AB structures for screens #1000 and #2000:
(A) screen #1000 (2–100 layers); (B) screen #2000 (2–100 layers); (C) screen #1000 (2–8 layers);
(D) screen #2000 (2–8 layers); (E) Cica-care; (F) Mullins effect illustrated in PGF-1000-50; x, y each
denote one stretching–recovery cycle, and each sample was measured by at least 200 data points from the
KES-F1 tensile–shear machine, and the mode was selected out of 6 samples with a p-value below 0.05.
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Figure 8. Stressweft—strainweft curves of PGF-Biopor®AB structures for screens #1000 and #2000: (A) screen
#1000 (2–100 layers); (B) screen #2000 (2–100 layers); (C) screen #1000 (2–8 layers); (D) screen #2000
(2–8 layers); (E) Cica-care; (F) Mullins effect illustrated in PGF-1000-50; x, y each denote one stretching–
recovery cycle, and for each stress–strain curve, at least 200 data points were measured from the KES-F1
tensile–shear machine; the mode was selected out of 6 samples with a p-value below 0.05.
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Table 2. Tensile strength by tensile stress (TSwarp stress, TSweft stress) and tensile strain (TSwarp strain,
TSweft strain), and elasticity by Young’s modulus (Ewarp, Eweft) for screens #1000 and #2000.

SAMPLES TSwarp stress/KPA TSweft stress/KPA TSwarp strain/% TSweft strain/% Ewarp/
KPA

Eweft/
KPA

CICA-CARE® 4.94 41.94 12.87 12.99 0.065 1.00
PGF-1000-2
PGF-2000-2

233.36
111.71

235.68
145.08

1.27
2.54

1.27
3.59

184.8
42.64

187.24
39.99

PGF-1000-4
PGF-2000-4

173.66
110.37

173.66
108.93

1.17
1.54

1.25
1.34

149.83
71.53

142.89
80.96

PGF-1000-6
PGF-2000-6

161.27
105.28

161.27
106.67

1.71
1.44

1.12
1.25

92.22
73.55

145.90
87.64

PGF-1000-8
PGF-2000-8

144.47
110.37

143.05
110.37

1.59
0.90

1.54
1.05

93.10
123.50

94.95
112.29

PGF-1000-25
PGF-2000-25

263.89
320.96

300.87
320.96

25.04
30.24

9.94
11.65

9.83
9.03

30.44
30.32

PGF-1000-50
PGF-2000-50

295.19
296.30

299.22
294.84

24.82
26.58

9.97
11.82

10.36
10.66

31.07
26.22

PGF-1000-75
PGF-2000-75

349.80
333.75

299.22
332.10

31.73
36.47

10.87
12.63

9.75
8.38

29.03
27.89

PGF-1000-100
PGF-2000-100

299.22
281.22

299.22
281.22

25.77
25.72

11.11
13.19

10.59
9.54

27.10
20.90

Note: Ewarp and Eweft were calculated from the slopes of the stress–strain curves (straight lines at the initial part
of the purely elastic loading), with all 6 samples being assessed in the warp and weft directions [27], and for the
construction of the stress–strain curves, at least 200 data points were obtained from the KES-F1 tensile–shear
machine; the mean was selected out of 6 samples with a p-value below 0.05.

Most cell types exhibit elastic moduli in the range of ~1 to ~100 kPa, and some
exhibit elastic moduli in the range of ~40–400 kPa if they are in a stiff environment (e.g.,
cardiac muscle tissues) [44]. When very few materials can cover the entire soft to stiff
elastic moduli range of the human body (from kPa to MPa), PGF-Biopor®ABtensile strength

(105.28–349.80 kPa, 106.67–332.10 kPa) and PGF-Biopor®ABYoung’s modulus (8.38–184.80 kPa,
20.90–187.24 kPa) are advantageous for touching both the “soft” and the modified “stiff”
environment. In a study on chondrocytes cultured within 3D hydrogels, the cellular
Young’s modulus of ~5 kPa in the stiffer gels could rapidly change to a higher Young’s
modulus of ~20 kPa in cells [45], which is a 4-fold increase. On this basis, PGF-Biopor®AB
Young’s modulus (8.38–184.80 kPa, 20.90–187.24 kPa) should enable the rapid development
of high PGF-Biopor®AB Young’s moduli in cells ~(33.52–739.20 kPa, 83.6–748.96 kPa). Such
projected high Young’s moduli in cells should enable an as effective tension shielding effect
as that of 3D hydrogels. Specifically, the nonlinear mechanical property improvement
in tensile and Young’s moduli should allow for mechanical support, architecture for cell
growth, and structural alignment at the scarring site, assisting scar treatment [46]. The
novel “warp insertions” mobility design with stress–strain relaxation properties therefore
enables the dynamic tunability of PGF-Biopor®AB elasticity in the kPa range to fit the ECM
elasticity. The enhanced cellular Young’s moduli, and tensile strength may help to restore
skin’s viscoelastic behaviour for scar therapeutics.

According to Table 2, a better tensile strength and elasticity were displayed for screen
#1000, indicating better tensile property tunability for screen #1000. According to Table 3,
overall tensile energy increased with repeat printing, a reflection of increases in viscosity
and cross-linking and enhanced tensile properties. These results suggest that the design of
“warp insertion mobility” and PGF-inlaid do not compromise overall tensile properties but
enhance tensile tunability.

Material and structure can be used to explain the increase in tensile tunability. Biopor®AB is
originally amorphous and has low surface energy (low molecular attraction with surface energy
lower than water). The Si-O-Si backbone in Biopor®AB offers intriguing properties of high
flexibility, low bulk density and no dimension-dependent properties [48]. Nylon in PGF is of low
density and high tensile strength, and fibres can be optimized to maximum strength and stiffness
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if continuous fibres in bulk bundles are stretched with mobility [49]. Screen printing using
Biopor®AB, printing pressure modified the viscoelasticity of Biopor®AB under strain-softening
followed by strain-hardening, and modulus increment increases tensile tunability [50,51]. In
the “warp insertions” mobility design, bundle mobility also allowed dynamic fibre tensile
strength optimization and high stiffness [52]. This unique composite structure therefore offered
tensile and modulus tunability, offering desired mechanical responses matching to non-linear
properties of biological scarring tissues.

Table 3. Tensile energy (TEwarp, TEweft), density, and energy/weight ratio (EWR).

Samples Density TEwarp, TEweft EWR Samples Density TEwarp, TEweft EWR

Unit g.m−3 103.gf.cm−2 g.m−3 103.gf.cm−2

PGF 0.60 0.89 204.14 0.0037 PGF 0.60 0.89 204.14 0.0037
Cica-care® 4.28 5.23 1735.89 0.0027 Cica-care® 4.33 5.23 1735.89 0.0028
PGF-1000-2 1.76 1.76 453.18 0.0039 PGF-2000-2 1.64 5.25 375.63 0.0092
PGF-1000-4 1.47 1.59 479.71 0.0032 PGF-2000-4 0.77 0.78 439.64 0.0018
PGF-1000-6 3.17 0.26 487.89 0.0035 PGF-2000-6 0.66 0.73 525.68 0.0013
PGF-1000-8 31.81 13.33 501.88 0.0450 PGF-2000-8 0.42 0.43 514.45 0.0008
PGF-1000-25 172.09 60.59 511.82 0.2270 PGF-2000-25 225.97 98.57 573.88 0.2828
PGF-1000-50 140.87 79.43 577.50 0.1907 PGF-2000-50 185.05 76.40 638.93 0.2046
PGF-1000-75 194.64 63.54 573.52 0.2251 PGF-2000-75 248.43 85.14 554.22 0.3009

PGF-1000-100 139.19 62.53 528.26 0.1909 PGF-2000-100 175.81 70.39 580.60 0.2120

Note: {Energy = WT − WT’/TM = (WT/RT)/100TM} [47].

3.2.2. Shear Tunability

Shear and bending properties are closely interconnected and hold significance in the
context of scar therapeutics, offering insights into product adhesiveness and its adherence
to scar curvature. Shear testing generates shear force-shear angle curves and values in
terms of G and 2HG. Shear stiffness (G) indicates the ease of fibre sliding during shear
deformation, representing their resistance to rotation [52]. Shear hysteresis (2HG) reflects
recoverability under shear deformation, with G characterizing the overall stiffness of the
structure [53].

In the realm of scar therapeutics, G values play a crucial role in determining the prod-
uct’s readiness to conform to 3D curvature. A lower G value suggests greater adaptability
to 3D curvature but reduced protection against shearing, and vice versa [52]. However, a
higher 2HG value indicates poor recoverability. In the shear force-shear angle curves for
PGF and Cica-care©, rather than a typical loading/unloading pattern, ripples appear at
the ends. These ripples signify successive loading/unloading cycles involving both elastic
and plastic deformation (Figure 9A–H). Initially deforming elastically, the region then
experiences plastic deformation, and the characteristic ripples indicate elongated recovery
after stretching, along with the coexistence of enlarged strains preventing immediate spring
back to the original state. These unique ripples signify shear tunability, shear stiffness,
and shear hysteresis accumulated through repeat printing. Payne’s effect elucidates this
shear-thinning behaviour [54], which is a distinctive rheological flow characteristic of sili-
cone and interfacial interactions under printing pressure (Figure 9I). Biopor®AB viscosity
decreases with increasing shear rate, followed by softening during repeat cycles of printing.
With more printing layers, the most significant stress softening occurs at the part with the
most prominent ripple from high-viscosity printing. The increased number of printing
layers and associated rise in Biopor®AB content and viscosity accentuate the nature of
ripples, revealing more pronounced shear-thinning behaviour in conjunction with the
reinforcement effect.
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machine, and the mode was selected out of 6 samples with a p-value below 0.05.

Table 4 lists the Kawabata testing values for the shear properties in G and 2HG. Compared
to G PGF (0.60, 0.75), G PGF-Biopor

®
AB #1000 and #2000 showed a maximum increase in shear rigidity

from 728% up to 1483% warpwisely and 593% up to 1127% weftwisely. Compared to G
Cica-Care© (0.89, 0.85), they showed a maximum increase in shear rigidity from 491% up to
1000% warpwisely and from 524% to 1170% weftwisely. Compared to 2HGPGF (0.41, 1.85),
2HG PGF-Biopor

®
AB #1000 and #2000 showed a maximum increase in shear hysteresis from 805%

up to 1588% warpwisely and 207% up to 404% weftwisely. Compared to 2HGCica-Care© (3.06,
0.82), they showed a maximum increase in shear hysteresis from 108% up to 213% warpwisely
and from 467% to 911% weftwisely. Those overall significant enhancements in shear stiffness
and shear hysteresis with ripples represented a significant shear improvement with high shear
tunability. The comparatively lower Gthin layers indicated their greater readiness of conformity to
the 3D curvature upon scar therapeutic application but lower protection from shearing. The
comparatively higher Gthick layers indicated their comparatively lower readiness for conformity
to the 3D curvature upon scar therapeutic application but higher protection from shearing. In
our board analysis of shear hysteresis, PGF-Biopor®ABG and 2HG indicated better shaping and
better skin adhesiveness to the scar site, as well as an improved effectiveness of skin contact
at scar curvature. However, these results meant that the composites had poorer recoverability
from shear deformation.

Table 4. KES-F bending testing results of G and 2HG.

Sample# Gwarp Gweft 2HGwarp 2HGweft Sample# Gwarp Gweft 2HGwarp 2HGweft

Cica-care© 0.89 0.85 3.06 0.82 Cica-care© 0.89 0.85 3.06 0.82
PGF 0.60 0.75 0.41 1.85 PGF 0.60 0.75 0.41 1.85

PGF-1000-2 4.37 6.87 5.64 6.05 PGF-2000-2 4.61 4.45 3.30 3.96
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Table 4. Cont.

Sample# Gwarp Gweft 2HGwarp 2HGweft Sample# Gwarp Gweft 2HGwarp 2HGweft

PGF-1000-4 6.41 7.82 6.39 6.18 PGF-2000-4 6.50 6.45 4.53 5.06
PGF-1000-6 6.53 8.45 6.51 7.47 PGF-2000-6 6.80 6.66 4.24 5.75
PGF-1000-8 5.88 7.75 5.42 6.07 PGF-2000-8 5.81 5.84 3.78 4.55
PGF-1000-25 7.75 6.84 4.62 6.81 PGF-2000-25 6.65 7.20 5.69 6.71
PGF-1000-50 7.30 7.02 4.44 5.95 PGF-2000-50 7.32 7.31 5.34 6.07
PGF-1000-75 6.77 6.50 5.16 3.83 PGF-2000-75 7.01 6.89 6.01 5.06

PGF-1000-100 8.90 7.01 4.14 4.80 PGF-2000-100 7.83 8.36 5.69 6.12

Note: 1. Each data point were averaged from six samples, testing in both warp and weft directions. 2. # represents
sample numbers.

In a fibre-reinforced material PGF-Biopor®AB, the matrix (Biopor®AB) functioned as a
medium for load transfer through the fibres utilizing shear stress. In the biaxial tensioning of
PGF, the tension-aligned loops provided the shear stiffness alignment, while the spirality of the
loops in Biopor®AB wrapping provided shear stress for shear hysteresis enhancement [55]. The
shear stiffness alignment and hysteresis enhancement not only maintained good dimensional
stability for tension shielding but also protected the fibres from breakage, enabling load sharing
in “warp insertions” shifting for internal pressure redistribution.

3.2.3. Non-Tuneable Bending Properties

Bending rigidity (B) is a measure of bending resistance to bending deformation,
indicating bending stiffness. A higher B indicates greater resistance to bending, and B
reflects composite flexibility [56]. Bending hysteresis (2HB) represents its hysteresis under
bending moment, a measure of its recovery from bending deformation. The smaller the
2HB, the better the bending recovery [1,31].

Figure 10 shows that all composites demonstrated a constant range of force and
bending rate, as well as almost the same hysteresis as that of silicone (Cica-care©). These
results imply that the composite bending nature is Biopor®AB-dominated. The bending of
fabrics is generally non-linear, and the PGF-inlaid in PGF-BioporAB should be responsible
for bending non-linearity [57]. The composite non-linear bending behaviour is likely due
to the presence of friction and rate effects [57].
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Figure 10. Bending force–bending rate curves for different PGF-Biopor®ABs for screens #1000 and #2000:
(A) screen #1000 warp, 2–8 layers; (B) screen #1000 weft, 2–8 layers; (C) screen #1000 warp, 10–100 layers;
(D) screen #1000 weft, 10–100 layers; (E) screen #2000 warp, 2–8 layers; (F) screen #2000 weft, 2–8 layers;
(G) screen #2000 warp, 10–100 layers; (H) screen #2000 weft, 10–100 layers. At least 200 data points were
obtained from the KES-F2 bending machine; the mode was selected out of 6 samples with a p-value
below 0.05.
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3.3. Mechano-Therapeutic Performance
3.3.1. Load Sharing in Internal Pressure Redistribution

Within the “spiral-through-the-thickness” structure, regions without Biopor®AB impregna-
tion were intentionally left to facilitate the mobility of “warp insertions,” ensuring the maximum
volume fraction for equitable load-sharing [58]. The Biopor®AB coating in this structure played
a dual role by not only allowing the free movement of the 12 SPK-filament bundles but also
preventing the breakage of these bundles. Microscopic assessment of PGF-Biopor®AB samples
from trial patients confirmed the absence of fibre breakage, substantiating the validity of the
condition r = 0 in achieving the “equal load-sharing bundle” model. According to this model,
free “warp insertions” mobility leads to equal load-sharing, and the stress concentration for
each SPK filament bundle can be expressed as

kELS = 12/(12 − r) = 1 (3)

where r = 0 under the condition of no fibre breakage, and here, 1 represents 100% equal
load sharing in fulfilment of the “equal load-sharing bundle” model [59,60].

In a trial with bandaging pressure application at 20 mmHg (2.66 kN/m2), 12 SPK
filament bundles of “warp insertions” were free to move inside the “spiral-through-the-
thickness” structure. A calculated equal load sharing of 0.22 kN/m2 from each SPK filament
bundle verified dynamic internal pressure redistribution, achieving a balance between
compression and tension forces for scar therapeutics [61,62].

3.3.2. Force Reduction upon Tension Shielding and Pressure Redistribution

According to the Laplace formula, keeping a constant pressure of application on PGF-
Biopor®AB, tensile force, and cross-sectional area maintains the function of the inversely
proportional relationship, as Equation 1 listed. Maintaining a constant pressure of appli-
cation in surface property testing from the Kawabata KES-F systems, using results from
the Kawabata testing and Equation 1, we determined the variation in the tensile force and
cross-sectional area for different PGF-Biopor®ABs.

Table 5 lists the results regarding the variation in tensile forces and cross-sectional areas
from the Kawabata testing at the “Biopor®AB-skin-touching” surface of the PGF-Biopor®ABs.
Comparing Cica-care S (2.476 cm2) and PGF S (2.256 cm2), the variation in the PGF-Biopor®Ab S
varied in the range of 2.126 to 2.367 cm2. Comparing PGFF (1.80 kPa) and Cica-care F (1.97 kPa),
the variation in PGF-Biopor®AB F varied in the range of 1.69 to 1.99 kPa. The results show that
PGF-Biopor®AB F force reduction mostly fell in the range between PGF F and Cica-care F, with
two samples yielding a force reduction larger than Cica-care F. These results imply that the larger
the enlarged surface area of PGF-Biopor®AB S, the larger the PGF-Biopor®AB F force reduction
at the scarring site. The polyamide yarns with spandex in PGF reinforced the vulcanized
Biopor®AB layers in PGF-Biopor®AB, and pressure-driven “ warp insertions” shifting allowed
for the dynamic maintenance of deformity and elasticity. In the PGF-Biopor®ABs, the PGF
embedding in the Biopor®AB layers under biaxial tensioning did not alter the function of this 3D
knitting–weaving structure, allowing for compression therapy and pressure redistribution. That
is, the viscoelastic rougher surface structure and “warp insertions” shifting provided a decent
quality of pressure redistribution, and effective force reduction demonstrated scar therapeutics.

Table 5. Variation in tensile forces and cross-sectional areas for different PGF-Biopor®ABs.

Sample# S
cm2

S’
cm2

F’
kPa

T0
mm

TM
mm Sample# S

cm2
S’

cm2
F’

kPa
T0

mm
TM
mm

Cica-care© 2.000 2.476 1.97 2.491 2.012 Cica-care© 2.000 2.476 1.97 2.491 2.012
PGF 2.000 2.256 1.80 0.758 0.672 PGF 2.000 2.256 1.80 0.758 0.672

PGF-1000-2 2.000 2.158 1.72 0.737 0.683 PGF-2000-2 2.000 2.126 1.69 0.877 0.825
PGF-1000-4 2.000 2.258 1.80 0.780 0.691 PGF-2000-4 2.000 2.185 1.74 0.919 0.841
PGF-1000-6 2.000 2.283 1.82 0.830 0.727 PGF-2000-6 2.000 2.196 1.75 0.974 0.887
PGF-1000-8 2.000 2.357 1.88 0.912 0.774 PGF-2000-8 2.000 2.494 1.99 1.060 0.850
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Table 5. Cont.

Sample# S
cm2

S’
cm2

F’
kPa

T0
mm

TM
mm Sample# S

cm2
S’

cm2
F’

kPa
T0

mm
TM
mm

PGF-1000-25 2.000 2.210 1.76 0.872 0.789 PGF-2000-25 2.000 2.304 1.83 0.910 0.790
PGF-1000-50 2.000 2.262 1.80 0.854 0.755 PGF-2000-50 2.000 2.339 1.86 0.917 0.784
PGF-1000-75 2.000 2.483 1,98 0.869 0.700 PGF-2000-75 2.000 2.367 1.88 0.896 0.757

PGF-1000-100 2.000 2.432 1.94 0.890 0.732 PGF-2000-100 2.000 2.318 1.85 0.998 0.861

NOTE: P = 4.90 kPa. # represents sample numbers.

4. Conclusions

This study optimized the mechano-therapeutic performance of a scar healing composite to
achieve tension reduction and pressure sharing, forming a good tension-relieving mechanother-
apy strategy for scar therapeutics. The PGF-Biopor®AB composite exhibited mechanotherapy
using a rough surface structure and “warp insertions” mobility. The micro-roughness and
viscoelastic properties of Biopor®AB wrapping contributed to its increased surface area, stiff-
ness, and elastic modulus, enhancing mechanical tunability in tension and shear. At a testing
pressure of 4.9 kPa, a tension reduction of 1.99 kPa was verified for the Biopor®AB surface
structure with close-to-1 MIU silicone roughness, hence realizing tension shielding and pressure
redistribution. Pressure-driven “warp insertions” shifting demonstrated 0.22 kPa of pressure
sharing from each SPK filament bundle, verifying internal pressure redistribution. From the
micro perspective, the projection of PGF-Biopor®AB Young’s moduli (8.38–184.80 kPa, 20.90–
187.24 kPa) should enable the rapid development of high PGF-Biopor®AB Young’s moduli
in cells (33.52–739.20 kPa, 83.6–748.96 kPa). A high cellular Young’s modulus would enable
tension and pressure reductions and favour a high number of cell attachments, both assisting
tissue regeneration for scar therapeutics.
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